Indicative Advertisement

Recruitment for 87 posts of Sub-Inspector of Excise as Initial Appointee under Excise Commissioner, Odisha, Cuttack

Post Code-ESI/17

1. Name of the post: Sub-Inspector of Excise

2. Vacancy: Total - 87 UR-46(w-15), SEBC-15(w-05),SC-11(w-04), ST-15(w-05), ESM-03,SP-01
   PwD candidates are not eligible for the post.

3. Remuneration:- On selection to the post the candidate will be appointed as Initial Appointee carrying a remuneration of Rs. 15000/- per month (for 1st year) as per Govt. in G.A. & P.G. Department Notification No. 28621/GEN dated 27.10.2021.

4. Eligibility:- (i) Age: Must not be below 21 years and above 32 years of age as on 01.01.2021 with usual age relaxation as per rules for SC, ST, SEBC, Women, Ex-servicemen & In-service contractual employees.
   (ii) Minimum Educational Qualification:- The candidate applying for the post must have passed Bachelor’s Degree in any discipline from any recognised University.
   The candidate must have passed M.E standard/HSC examination with Odia as a language subject.

5. This Advertisement is Indicative & provisional in nature. Detailed Advertisement indicating the schedule for live of online application form will be published shortly.
   The candidates are advised to refer detailed advertisement for other eligibility criteria, plan of examination (including syllabus), selection process etc. before applying for the post.
   Candidates are advised to be in regular touch with website of the Commission www.ossc.gov.in to apply for the post.

By order of the Commission

[Signature]